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Red Lines in the Ocean:
Sea Routes on Early Modern East Asian Maps

On many early modern Japanese maps of Japan, a
network of lines surrounds the archipelago. These
lines designate routes one could take from one
harbour to the other. Parallels to this practice also

exist in early modern Chinese and Korean maps,
making statements about networks, connections,
and possible travel paths on sea. Drawing routes
over the ocean is a strange thing to do. In contrast
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to roads on land, there are no physical remains of a
route on the sea. When weather or environmental
conditions change, ships can chart a different
course. Roderich Ptak therefore suggests that we
should think of sailing routes as ‘mental con-
structs.’1 By drawing lines on a map, mapmakers
make statements that concretize this ‘mental con-
struct,’ fixing the route in relation to specific geo-
graphic locations, defined by islands and other
waypoints.

The oldest extant dated map of Japan already
shows sea routes. This 1306 map, which is one of
the oldest extant maps with sea route lines world-
wide, depicts a schematic representation of the
Japanese provinces. Routes branching out from
the capital region around Kyoto are marked in
red, prominently on land, but a line also connects
Shikoku with Honshu.2 In doing so, the islands
are visually shown to belong together, linked to
the seat of the emperor.

From the seventeenth century onward, map-
makers not only visually connected the major
islands of the archipelago, but also indicated
routes between cities and harbors. Commercially
successful maps such as those by Ishikawa
Ryūsen 石川流宣 mark such routes (fig. 1).3 In
addition to drawing lines, these maps mark the
distance for each segment in ri 里 (One Japanese
ri is slightly less than 4 km). Ryūsen also added
notes on distances of land-based travel between
cities at the margins of his maps. As in the case
of earlier maps, combining routes on land and
sea effectively places them into the same concep-
tual category, resulting in a comprehensive
network where it did not matter if one travelled
by sea or by land and which, in Marcia Yonemo-
to’s words, ‘makes movement—both actual and
imagined—possible.’4 Maps of Japan with routes
were extremely common in early modern Japan
and map readers certainly were familiar with
this image of their country.

Few Chinese and Korean maps mark sea routes
along the Chinese and Korean coast respectively.
The few examples we have, both in the case of
China and Korea, tend to emphasise one single
route that meanders between islands without
making statements about harbours along the
way (fig. 2).5 The line becomes a visual represen-
tation of only the major maritime route, as indi-
cated in the preface of one of the Korean maps:
‘Red lines indicate major routes on land or sea.’6

Due to geography, a traveller in China (and to

some extent in Korea) needed to step on an
ocean-going ship less frequently than a traveller
in Japan. Major cities in China and Korea could
be found both at the coast and inland, while
Japan’s archipelagic geography and arboreous
and mountainous inland required more travel by
sea. It therefore does not surprise that we find
more maps with sea routes of the Japanese
islands but fewer of the coasts of China and
Korea.

Chinese maps that indicate routes tend to use a
more global approach. Instead of connecting har-
bours, cities, and islands within the country, they
focus on connecting other countries with China.
The so-called Zheng He Map (extant in two early-
seventeenth-century books) is one prominent
example. It relates to the early-fifteenth-century
voyages to the Indian Ocean by Zheng He 鄭和

and maps the coasts his fleet visited, marking
routes as dotted lines, and adding information on
compass bearings and time needed to travel along
these routes using the vocabulary of seafarers.7

This map reflects Ming China’s expansive connec-
tions with the Indian Ocean world.

The lines on these maps connecting China with
other regions in Asia could represent a variety of
functions. They could highlight tribute relations
as in the case of the sixteenth- to eighteenth-
century maps depicting the route between
Fuzhou and the capital of the Ryukyu kingdom,
Naha.8 Routes could also illustrate military
matters: A mid-sixteenth-century map shows
routes from Japan which so-called Japanese
pirates had used to attack the Chinese coasts,
helping the readers to visualise the pirate threat
that was rampant in that period (fig. 3). The
routes could also reflect on private trade, as for
example the early-seventeenth-century Selden
Map does, highlighting Fujianese trading net-
works in Southeast Asian waters.9 In short,
there are route maps illustrating basically every
aspect of early modern China’s connections with
Asia.

Maps with route lines also looked beyond Asia,
integrating the Americas, Europe, and Africa,
places very few East Asians at the time would see
with their own eyes. In Japan, such maps appeared
on screens in the late sixteenth century.10 These
expensive objects made for the ruling elite draw
lines in red connecting Japan with Europe and
the Americas. Often, the screens come paired
with a map of Japan and, as such, they show
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Japan’s place in an expanding world. The red lines
strengthen this narrative even further by marking
the connections explicitly.

More systematic mapping of trans-oceanic
routes on printed maps started to be widespread
from the late-eighteenth century. Mapmakers
such as Zhuang Tingfu 莊廷旉 in China and
Shiba Kōkan 司馬江漢 in Japan created world
maps in two hemispheres.11 The sources of the
Japanese and Chinese mapmakers were European
maps that had included track lines and Kōkan and
his contemporaries copied these routes on their
own maps. However, most East Asian maps
remove the names of the explorers, fundamentally

changing the message of the lines.12 Instead of
highlighting past achievements of explorers, the
lines show a network of routes, connecting East
Asia with the whole globe.

When these map images travelled between
places, the function of the route lines could
change. Within East Asia, the lines stayed consist-
ent. An early-eighteenth-century Korean map of
Japan made no change to the route lines when
copying from a Japanese map.13 Similarly, when
the Koreans Ch’oe Han-gi 崔漢綺 and Kim
Chŏngho 金正浩 used Zhuang Tingfu’s world
map to create their own in 1834, they retained
the lines as on the Chinese map (Fig. 4).14 When

Fig. 1. Detail of Ishikawa Ryūsen’s Nihon kaisan chōrikuzu 日本海山潮陸圖 (Map of the sea and mountains, tides and lands
of Japan), 1691 edition published by Sagamiya Tahe ̄相模屋太平, Library of Congress (LOC), Geography andMap Division,
G7960 1691 .I7. Hand-coloured woodblock print on paper. 81 × 171 cm. The section shows the southern coast of Honshu
Island around Osaka Bay, including the north-eastern tip of Shikoku and Awaji Island. Route lines connect harbours and
islands and are annotated with the distance in ri for each segment. Image in the public domain, courtesy of the LOC.
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maps travelled in the other direction, from Japan
to the Low Countries, the lines were erased. Euro-
pean maps of Japan followed Japanese maps for
most of the outlines, but none of the known
printed European maps of Japan includes even a
hint of the routes so ubiquitous on Japanese maps

of Japan.15While routes showing the achievements
of past European explorers were highly relevant
to European world maps, lines emphasising an
integrated Japanese archipelago were not, just as
the names of European explorers did not mean
anything to East Asian contemporaries.

Fig. 2. Manuscript map of Kangwŏn Province from an anonymous, untitled atlas, eighteenth or nineteenth century,
Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division, G2330 .T6 176-. 67 × 47 cm. One single red line surrounds the coast
of Kangwŏn province, passing between several islands off the coast. Cheju island is depicted in the south. A note mentions
that the sea route to it measures 700 ri but the island is not graphically connected to the mainland with a line. Image in the

public domain, courtesy of the LOC.
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Mapmakers within East Asia shared an under-
standing of what functions the route lines could
assume. East Asian maps rarely highlight past, con-
cretely travelled routes. Instead, they focusonprovid-
ing information for future real ormental travel.More
importantly, showing a present networkwas the pre-
ferred function of routes on East Asianmaps, regard-
less of what they were connecting. This view of the
world, which had its roots in the seventeenth
century and then became popular in the eighteenth
century, exhibits a clear narrative desire to be part
of the global world, already before the mid-nine-
teenth century Opium Wars and the Meiji Restor-
ation that are so often considered a turning point for
a re-orientation of East Asia towards the ‘West.’ The

maps speak of a self-understanding that emphasises
maritime integration and not isolation.
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Fig. 3. ‘Riben daoyi rukou zhi tu’ 日本島夷入寇之圖 (Map of the Japanese island barbarians coming to invade [China])
from Zheng Ruozeng’s 鄭若曾 Chouhai tubian 籌海圖編 (Illustrated naval strategy, 1562), National Archives of Japan, 史
198–0011. Woodblock print. 25.5 × 35.5 cm. The map shows the coast of China at the bottom and one island labelled
as Japan at the top. Narrow strips are left blank in a sea of waves designating the attack routes of the Japanese pirates.
The routes are labelled: ‘From here they enter [city name].’ Image in the public domain, courtesy of the National Archives

of Japan.
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‘The Road within the Road’

The Road from Limestone to Lexington has had
many identities. Formed over 480 million years
ago, it is a fault line of shale cutting through the
rolling hills of Bluegrass limestone, running 65
miles from the Ohio River to central Kentucky.
This unique corridor has served as an ancient
mammal migration route, a laboratory for primor-
dial landscape interventions, a shared Native
American game preserve and hunting ground, a
wilderness war zone between Native American
and Euramerican settlers, a door to the American
West, a political and administrative problem, an
inland port connection, a commercial conduit to
the Atlantic, a microcosm of the Union and Con-
federacy, a religious network, a public-works obli-
gation, a scenic byway, and a World Monuments
Fund cultural landscape. As Limestone became
Maysville, the old Maysville Road––known today
as the Paris Pike and US Route 68––was one of
the nation’s first infrastructures into the American
West. Before the National Road and the Erie
Canal, the Maysville Road brought white settlers
from the Ohio River to the American interior,
setting forth a nascent urban corridor character-
ized by infrastructure, settlement, agriculture,
and ‘a stage upon which people wrestled with
issues of power, identities, and worldviews.’1

George Henri Victor Collot’s 1796 mapping of
this space (Fig. 1) reinforces these social and cul-
tural qualities. The linear corridor is mapped as
an intersection of landscape and settlement, infra-
structure and topography, cutting through a lush,
dynamic landscape of vegetation, rolling hills,
bluffs, and streams. South-oriented, Collot’s strip
map conceptualizes the turnpike as a through-
way from water to land, an inland ‘coast’ connect-
ing the old world to the new, where one moves
from the water’s edge into a protected promised
land. Historically, culturally, and graphically, the
road is conceptualized as a conduit of many
connections, intersections, and exchanges. But
one identity has not yet been assigned by its
many nomenclatures and histories: the old Mays-
ville Road was also part of the Underground
Railroad.

To understand this narrative, two institutions
located at either end of the corridor frame this dis-
cussion: the Maysville port on the Kentucky edge
of the Ohio River, where the inland buffalo trace
connects to the river, and Cheapside Market, the
urban plaza located next to the courthouse in
downtown Lexington. The port and the market
establish complementary entrepôts for people,
products, and information arriving into
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